
In a nutshell, REPs facility 
registration provides : 

• Publicly recognisable and marketable quality mark
• Health and safety best practice guides
• Independent exercise facility recognition 

• Easy quality check for the public  
• Valuable resources and  

marketing material 
• Discounted exercise professional 

registration fees  

Benefits for 
REPs Registered 
Exercise Facilities

The Quality Mark of Exercise Professionals

What is REPs 
A not for profit industry owned register to  
ensure  New Zealanders receive world class 
safe and effective exercise advice. 

Registration is the expected standard and the 
right thing to do with more than 3500 NZ exercise 
professionals registered, and over 200,000 worldwide.

REPs is about the industry setting its own standards 
and ensuring that those working in the industry 
are recognised. REPs promotes registered exercise 
professionals and facilities, and provides cutting 
edge resources to support exercise facilities to deliver 
exercise services.

REPs is recognised by Exercise New Zealand, 
Skills Active Aotearoa (ITO), and is in regular 
communication with key government agencies 

including the Ministry of Health, ACC, and the Ministry 
of Sport and Recreation. REPs is globally recognised 
by the International Confederation of Registers for 
Exercise Professionals (ICREPs) of which NZ REPs is a  
founding member. 

REPs message to the public is clear :
For safe and effective exercise advice, ONLY use REPs Registered Exercise Professionals!



Marketable Quality Mark 
Facility registration provides powerful promotion 
of a facility’s commitment to quality standards in 
delivering exercise advice. The public can immediately 
identify that the facility only uses registered exercise 
professionals. Registered exercise facilities are 
authorised to use REPs branding in their marketing.

Independent Verification  
Independent verification and recognition that the 
facility and its exercise professionals meet  
New Zealand and international standards for exercise 
advice and instruction. Registration clearly enables 
exercise facilities to differentiate themselves from the 
‘cowboys’ who have little or no training. 

Crucial Health & Safety Resources 
The Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA) 
imposes obligation on those delivering exercise to 
ensure it is safe. Registered exercise facilities and their 
exercise contractors have access to the latest cutting 
edge guides and online support tools to manage their 
health and safety obligations.

Facility Listing on the REPs Searchable Database  
Listing on the REPs searchable database so  
 New Zealanders can easily find your facility. 

Discounted Exercise Professionals Registration Fees 
Significant discounts (20-30%) off the registration fees 
for your registered exercise professionals. This provides 
a valuable benefit exclusively for exercise professionals 
operating from a registered exercise facility. 

Benefits for Registered 
Exercise FacilitiesWhat is a REPs Registered 

Exercise Facility 
REPs have made it easy for the public to find 
registered exercise professionals, by also 
registering exercise facilities. Registered 
facilities agree to ONLY use registered exercise 
professionals to deliver exercise services. 
So all exercise professionals at the facility 
must be REPs registered. This means that the 
public have the assurance that every exercise 
professional at the Registered Exercise  
Facility is registered and at the level 
appropriate for their role. 

A useful analogy is that of a hospital. When 
visiting a hospital the public know that 
all of the medical and nursing staff will be 
appropriately registered and undertake 
professional development to keep up to 
date with their knowledge. There is no need 
for the public to individually check whether 
each medical professional is registered. A 
registered exercise facility provides the public 
with a similar type of assurance that all of its 
exercise professionals will be registered with 
REPs at the appropriate level, and undertake 
professional development to remain up to 
date. (This medical example is not intended in 
any way to imply that exercise professionals 
are medically trained). 

Registered exercise facilities also agree to be 
members of Exercise New Zealand.

Which Facilities in  
New Zealand are  
REPs Registered 
With around over 250 registered exercise 
facilities (health clubs, gyms, yoga and 
personal training studios etc) this is the 
normal and right thing to do! The reputable 
facilities in New Zealand are REPs registered, 
and this network continues to grow as 
further facilities commit to recognising their 
professionalism. 

If you are a professional business operating in 
any industry, it is expected that you register 
with your professions registration body. 
This ensures that the registration body can 
collectively promote the benefits of using 
registered professionals in that industry! 



Benefits for Registered 
Exercise Facilities

How to Register Your Exercise Facility Now

REPs Resources and Tools 
With over 400,000 New Zealanders already using exercise facilities, your existing 
members/clients provide a substantial pool of people to promote and market the 
benefits of using a registered facility. 

You have access to a range of cutting edge and practical REPs resources and 
tools to help you operate your business, while at the same time promoting the 
benefits of using registered facilities. Producing these resources yourself would 
take a significant investment of time and money, so REPs registration saves you 
this hassle.  

Our resources include best practice pre-screening and client forms, and our Tell 
Me More client brochure series providing valuable guidance on exercise and 
wellness topics. These resources are free in some cases, or at a nominal cost, 
and are ONLY available to registered professionals and facilities. The resources 
provide a clear point of difference in professionalism and marketing. 

Free Industry Jobsite Listing 
List job vacancies on the industry specific and owned fitnz.co.nz industry jobsite 
for free. Through our association with REPs registered education providers, we 
encourage students/graduates to register as job seekers on the site to match 
them with industry specific job opportunities. 

FitEx Conference Significant Discount  
Run by ExerciseNZ, the FitEx conference is the not to miss annual industry event! 
The conference has a cutting edge line up of local and international speakers 
bringing you the latest updates, research and information on topics including 
exercise prescription, as well as sales and management. 

Professional Development Education Discounts 
It is important that exercise professionals remain up to date with the latest 
science, research and trends in exercise delivery, so receive discounts on a wide 
range of continuing professional development education. It is essential that your 
team keep up to date, which will ultimately ensure your members and clients get 
the best possible experience - and added member/client retention for you!

Risk Insurance for Registered Exercise Contractors 
All contractor registration levels include professional insurance coverage (public 
liability, statutory liability, and professional indemnity). This means the facility has 
certainty that its contractors have insurance coverage in the case of any claim 
relating to the contractors actions. 

For further information and to register online as a facility now,  
please go to www.reps.org.nz  
Or contact us directly on 0800 55 44 99 for help.

The answer is an emphatic yes! Also known 

as resistance or strength training, this type of 

exercise provides so many health and fi tness 

benefi ts that it simply can’t be ignored.  

Tell Me More SeriesShould I weight train?

FAQsWon’t I get big and bulky if I weight train? 
This is a common concern that women have 

however, unlike men, women don’t have 
enough of the hormone testosterone to cause 

signifi cant muscle growth. Women will however, 

develop muscle tone, strength and defi nition. 

So bring it on ladies!How long should I spend on my programme 

and how often should I do it?Two important factors in successful strength 

training programmes are the intensity of the 

session and the recovery period after the 

workout. Your REPs registered trainer will be 

able to give you specifi c advice depending on 

your needs, but it doesn’t have to take as long 

as you think. Just twice a week for about 30-40 

minutes can result in tangible benefi ts.
Why is resistance training good for 

weight loss?
Muscle is metabolically active - requiring energy 

24 hours a day.  Adults lose muscle mass at a 

rate of ½kg a year, which explains ‘middle-aged 

spread’- the phenomenon by which you seem 

to be eating the same number of calories but 

getting bigger. This is because you are burning 

fewer calories due to muscle loss. If you counter 

this eff ect by strength training, you will increase 

your metabolism which will help in reducing 

excess body fat.At what age is it too late to start strength 

training?
Studies show people in their 80s and 90s who 

have taken up resistance training can make 

huge improvements in strength and functional 

ability. Strength training is truly an activity that 

EVERYONE of any age should be doing.

Compelling reasons to strength train
• It improves strength – You’ll become stronger and this 

makes you less prone to injuries and more capable of 

performing everyday activities with confi dence.

• It raises metabolism – By increasing your lean tissue 

or muscle you will burn more calories 24 hours a day, 

helping you slim down and most importantly maintain a 

healthy weight. • It prevents osteoporosis – By ‘loading your bones’ you 

can increase your bone mineral density signifi cantly. 

This is especially important for women of any age.

• It controls insulin - Weight training improves glucose 

utilisation in your body, regulating insulin and reducing 

the risk of diabetes developing. 
• It reduces CHD risk factors - Strength training helps 

lower blood pressure and increases your HDL (or good 

cholesterol) both of which reduces your coronary 

heart disease risk.• It alleviates lower back pain – A suitable resistance programme can 
reduce lower back pain and 
improve posture signifi cantly.

• And fi nally!  Weight training helps 
to reduce stress, anxiety and 
depression. It uplifts your mood 
and promotes better sleep. It also 
improves body image, which has 
a major eff ect on psychological 
well-being. You’ll have more energy, 
greater confi dence and be happier 
with your appearance.
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Successful slimming is about nutrition and 

exercise, but a part of it is also what goes on in 

your head. Why is it that most people know what to do they just 

don’t do what they know?

Some common examples of ‘mind talk’ that can throw 

you off  track include;• All or nothing
This type of thinking leads to the yo-yo eff ect which is 

damaging both physically and psychologically. Instead of 

black and white, try to see the shades of grey and assume 

you will slip a little every now and again. If you are on 

track 80% of the time you will be making progress.
•  Events The hard fact is that there will ALWAYS be another 

celebration or event in your life involving food and drink. 

You need to accept that and work through them 

rather than use them as excuses.

FAQs

REPs - The Quality Mark of Exercise Professionals

Tell Me More Series

Is it true that exercising one particular area 

to ‘spot reduce’ is a myth? 

In a nutshell , yes. You will not lose your beer 

belly or muffi  n top by simply doing hundreds 

of abdominal exercises for example. You’ll need 

to reduce the layer of fat that is stored on top 

of your muscles by creating an energy defi cit 

between calories in and calories out. This is 

explained in detail in “Successful Weight Loss 1”.

So why does strength or resistance training 

help with weight loss?

Muscle cranks up your metabolism. For every kg 

of muscle you have you’ll burn approximately 

70 calories a day, which means you’ll burn more 

calories 24 hours a day helping reduce excess 

body fat.
What is the best food plan to follow?

Despite the many diff erent opinions and diets 

out there, by simply looking at the quality and 

quantity of foods that you eat you can probably 

come up with some personalised food strategies 

that are sustainable for you and your lifestyle. 

But don’t carbs make you fat?

Whilst we don’t recommend you eliminate carbs 

completely, it is certainly easy to cut down your 

calorie intake by signifi cantly reducing sugar 

(the simple carbohydrate) and choosing more 

complex less processed and lower GI carbs like 

brown rice over white, grainy bread over white 

and oats over high-sugar cereals.

I eat out a lot, can I still lose weight? 

Yes but you will have to be extra vigilant and 

make smart choices. Restaurant and cafe food 

tends to be higher in calories and portions can 

be much larger than you need. As you have paid 

for it you may well buy into the “I can’t waste it” 

philosophy but remember “Better to go in the 

waste than on your waist!”

“Procrastination is the thief of time”  

Successful Weight Loss 2

• Deprivation 
And for good reason...food not only keeps us alive but is 

strongly associated with our social and emotional needs.  

Remember slimming doesn’t mean never eating your 

favourite foods ever again – just making adjustments to 

the amount and frequency with which you eat them

But I love my food – 

I can’t go without

I’ll just get Easter, my birthday, Christmas, 

the school holidays, my cousin’s wedding, 

Friday night drinks... out of the way.

Ah well I’ve blown it now, 

I might as well not bother.
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If you are taking in more calories than you need the excess will be stored as fat on your body. It is that simple.To reduce your fat stores and slim down, you need to 
create an energy imbalance: reduce the calories you 
consume in food and drink and increase the calories 
you expend in exercise.

The important first stepIt is worth spending some time fi guring out how you have 
gained weight. Think about the eating and exercise habits 
you have that you can consider changing, then come up 
with a weight loss strategy that fi ts with your lifestyle. 
We recommend the 3 P approach: P  = Planning

 It is no use just ‘wishing or wanting’ to be slimmer. You 
actually have to plan how you will go about it. Your REPs registered trainer can give you some useful ideas 
and advice.

 P  = Persistence
 Stick with the plan. Slipping up occasionally is normal. 

What is important is not letting a small stumble turn into a 
major landslide.

 P  = Patience 
 It took months, if not years, to gain your extra weight, and it 

may take just as long to replace your bad habits with good 
ones and see the resulting slimmer, healthier you.  

FAQs

REPs - The Quality Mark of Exercise Professionals

Tell Me More Series

To lose 500g of fat you need to create a 3500-calorie defi cit. For example in a practical  context this means eating 250 fewer calories than you need each day and burning off  250 more through exercise. This way you would create a 500 calorie ‘credit’ which, over the course of a week, would total 3500.  In just 6 months this could result in a 10 kg weight loss.

Successful Weight Loss

How fast should I be losing weight? Everyone wants to see instant results but in our experience slow and steady tends to win the slimming race. Weight loss at a rate of about 200-500gs a week is achievable for most people and more importantly is sustainable over the long term. 
I’ve read that weighing myself isn’t the best indicator of fat loss anyway? This is true. As you gain lean tissue (or muscle) the scales may go up yet you will be losing fat and centimetres. Measuring body fat percentage is more meaningful, as are simple circumference measurements of your waist, hips and thighs. Your REPs registered trainer can help with both of these.

Should I eat little and often or just three meals a day? There are two schools of thought on this. Eating approximately every 3 hours can certainly keep blood sugar levels stabilised and eliminate the “I can’t concentrate I’m so hungry” feelings that some people experience. On the other hand it seems that we mobilise fat more effi  ciently when our carbohydrate stores are used up; approximately 4-5 hours after eating. It comes down to personal preference, for no matter how you spread your calories over the day, remember that it is the total calories that count.What is the GI diet? GI stands for glycemic index and measures the rate at which food releases glucose into the blood stream. Eating low GI foods is extremely benefi cial if you are trying to lose weight. The website www.glycemicindex.com has all the information you need to swap high GI foods for low ones.
What is BMR? 
Basal Metabolic Rate is the number of calories needed to maintain normal body functions at rest such as breathing, circulation and brain function. See reverse to calculate your BMR ➜
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Making sense of the  

nutrition messages.

NZ Register of Exercise Professionals

Tell Me More Series

 Myth 1 Everyone responds in much the same way to the food they eat.

Not at all. Personal preference, culture, lifestyle, activity levels, genes 

and ethnic origins all play a part in determining how well you tolerate 

and metabolise food. BOTTOM LINE: Pay attention to how you 

respond to certain foods - do you feel energised or sluggish? Satisfied 

or craving more? Physically comfortable or bloated? Food intolerances 

or sensitivities are on the rise. Being your own research subject is one 

means you can create eating habits that suit you best. 

 Myth 2Our bodies are fuelled by the energy we get from calories.  

It doesn’t much matter what the food source is.

This is clearly flawed thinking. The 185 calories in a crunchie bar come 

from sugar and low quality chocolate with not a vitamin or mineral in 

sight, much less any fibre. Compare that to a fibre rich half an avocado. 

It has the same number of calories but is loaded with minerals - like 

copper, folate, and potassium - and vitamins- like K, B6, E and C.

BOTTOM LINE: All calories are not created equal. Think quality not 

quantity and go for nutrient rich foods over nutrient poor foods with 

‘empty calories’.  Myth 3Food manufacturers have our best health interests at heart.

Unfortunately this is not necessarily the case. Food manufacturers and 

suppliers often have two goals in mind; to make their food taste good 

- hence the addition of sugar - and to apply as much marketing muscle 

as they can afford to attract us. They’ll try to appeal to our emotions and 

psychology as well as our taste buds. BOTTOM LINE: Don’t be fooled by 

the labelling, advertising and sponsorship around food and drink. 

It sometimes seems as though we are exposed to a never-ending 

stream of nutritional messages, many of them conflicting and 

confusing. Making sense of them and embracing the best nutrition 

practices possible can be a little overwhelming.

The important thing to remember is that everyone is different.

In the same way that one form of exercise does not ‘fit all’, one 

specific diet or eating regime, whilst ideal for one person, may not 

suit another. The internet and bookshops are awash with information 

to allow you to do your own research on the regimes listed above. 

The purpose of this information sheet is to highlight several simple 

nutritional strategies (see overleaf ) that are widely acknowledged as 

being sound nutritional practices to adopt. 

FAQs

REPs - The Quality Mark of Exercise Professionals

Gluten freeIntermittent Fasting

Low G.I.

Paleo

FODMAP

?

?

?

?

?Dairy free
Vegan

Sugar free

Low Carb Healthy Fat (LCHF)

?

It seems eggs are okay to eat now?   

They are. Think of eggs as a ‘nutrition 

nugget in a shell’. They are loaded 

with all 9 essential amino acids, 

and are rich in iron, phosphorous, 

selenium and vitamins A, B12, B2 and 

B5 (among others). Concerns about 

eggs and cholesterol have proved to 

be unfounded and you can happily eat 

them on a daily basis. Butter or Margarine? 

The traditional view was that saturated 

fats should be minimised (e.g butter). 

More recent research indicates that 

naturally occurring saturated fats (like 

butter) can form part of a healthy diet as 

long as it is whole-food based. 

Margarine on the other hand often 

contains highly processed seed oils 

generally considered to be harmful, so a 

key point is to avoid any processed foods 

where possible.Is it healthier to be gluten free? 

It certainly is if you are coeliac. 

(pronounced see-lee-akk). This 

autoimmune disorder causes a reaction 

in the bowel to gluten found in wheat, 

barley, rye and oats. It results in poor 

absorption of nutrients and normally a 

host of unpleasant symptoms. However 

if you do not have coeliac disease and 

don’t feel you have any kind of gluten 

sensitivity being gluten free will not 

necessarily be healthier for you. 
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Gyms can be intimidating places to the 

‘nervous newbie’. After all, don’t only lean, 

chiselled, ‘body-beautifuls’ go there? 

In fact, nothing could be further from the truth. The average 

gym is full of people with bodies of all shapes, sizes, ages 

and capabilities.

What they do have in common is a desire to look after 

themselves and to enjoy feeling better, physically and 

mentally, as a result of regular exercise. Gyms are great 

places to exercise for several reasons; everything is under 

one roof, there is a huge variety of equipment available 

which makes for endless exercise options, and it is ideal 

when the weather is bad or daylight is in short supply. Enjoy 

your workouts. If you have any questions please ask your 

REPs registered trainer as we are here to help you.

A REPs registered trainer can help you 

start and keep exercising. They will:

• Find out about your exercise background, any medical 

and health issues you have, your capabilities and goals and 

then design a programme specifi cally tailored for you.

• Teach you the correct technique so that the exercise you 

do is safe and eff ective.

• Make sure you are getting the most out of every session 

so that your workouts are extremely time effi  cient.

• Keep you accountable and on track; especially important 

on those days you fi nd it tough!

• Change your programme regularly to keep you moving 

forwards and constantly design innovative and interesting 

exercises that keep you fresh and challenged.

• Inform and advise you on other areas related to your

goals and aspirations.

New to the Gym?
FAQs

What should I wear? Comfortable clothing 

that doesn’t restrict you, such as a T-shirt and 

trackpants or shorts. Trainers are ideal footwear. 

What should I bring? A small sweat towel and a 

water bottle. If you use an asthma inhaler please 

also carry that with you.

Should I eat or drink beforehand?  Don’t 

exercise after eating a big meal or drinking 

alcohol. If it has been a while since your last 

meal, a light snack such as a piece of fruit or a 

muesli bar will help keep your blood sugar 

levels constant.

When is the best time to exercise?  The answer 

to this is whenever you can fi t it into your 

schedule and whenever you are least likely to be 

distracted by other events throwing you off  track.

How often should I train? This depends on your 

lifestyle and fi tness goals, but if you are starting 

out, even a couple of times a week will bring 

about benefi ts in your health and energy levels.

Will I get sore? We won’t lie. Some people feel 

some local muscle soreness when they fi rst start 

training – it is called DOMS or delayed onset of 

muscle soreness – and peaks about 48 hours 

after exercise. As you begin to train regularly, 

however, this will not be an issue.

I am concerned about some health or injury 

issues.  Your REPs registered trainer or facility 

will carefully go through any issues you have 

and advise you accordingly -  recommending 

you see your doctor or other health professional 

if necessary.

Will it make me tired?  Almost certainly not.  

Newcomers to exercisers report higher levels of 

energy, not less. They also feel more positive and 

less stressed due to production of the ‘happy 

hormone’, serotonin.

Will it make me hungrier?  Not necessarily, 

and as an added bonus most regular exercisers 

want to match their healthier activity levels with 

healthier eating habits.

REPs - The Quality Mark of Exercise Professionals
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The answer is an emphatic yes! Also known 

as resistance or strength training, this type of 

exercise provides so many health and fi tness 

benefi ts that it simply can’t be ignored.  

Tell Me More Series

Should I weight train?

FAQs
Won’t I get big and bulky if I weight train? 

This is a common concern that women have 

however, unlike men, women don’t have 

enough of the hormone testosterone to cause 

signifi cant muscle growth. Women will however, 

develop muscle tone, strength and defi nition. 

So bring it on ladies!

How long should I spend on my programme 

and how often should I do it?

Two important factors in successful strength 

training programmes are the intensity of the 

session and the recovery period after the 

workout. Your REPs registered trainer will be 

able to give you specifi c advice depending on 

your needs, but it doesn’t have to take as long 

as you think. Just twice a week for about 30-40 

minutes can result in tangible benefi ts.

Why is resistance training good for 

weight loss?

Muscle is metabolically active - requiring energy 

24 hours a day.  Adults lose muscle mass at a 

rate of ½kg a year, which explains ‘middle-aged 

spread’- the phenomenon by which you seem 

to be eating the same number of calories but 

getting bigger. This is because you are burning 

fewer calories due to muscle loss. If you counter 

this eff ect by strength training, you will increase 

your metabolism which will help in reducing 

excess body fat.

At what age is it too late to start strength 

training?

Studies show people in their 80s and 90s who 

have taken up resistance training can make 

huge improvements in strength and functional 

ability. Strength training is truly an activity that 

EVERYONE of any age should be doing.

Compelling reasons to strength train

• It improves strength – You’ll become stronger and this 

makes you less prone to injuries and more capable of 

performing everyday activities with confi dence.

• It raises metabolism – By increasing your lean tissue 

or muscle you will burn more calories 24 hours a day, 

helping you slim down and most importantly maintain a 

healthy weight. 

• It prevents osteoporosis – By ‘loading your bones’ you 

can increase your bone mineral density signifi cantly. 

This is especially important for women of any age.

• It controls insulin - Weight training improves glucose 

utilisation in your body, regulating insulin and reducing 

the risk of diabetes developing. 

• It reduces CHD risk factors - Strength training helps 

lower blood pressure and increases your HDL (or good 

cholesterol) both of which reduces your coronary 

heart disease risk.

• It alleviates lower 

back pain – A suitable 

resistance programme can 

reduce lower back pain and 

improve posture signifi cantly.

• And fi nally!  Weight training helps 

to reduce stress, anxiety and 

depression. It uplifts your mood 

and promotes better sleep. It also 

improves body image, which has 

a major eff ect on psychological 

well-being. You’ll have more energy, 

greater confi dence and be happier 

with your appearance.

REPs - The Quality Mark of Exercise Professionals
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Successful slimming is about nutrition and exercise, but a part of it is also what goes on in 
your head. 
Why is it that most people know what to do they just 
don’t do what they know?Some common examples of ‘mind talk’ that can throw 

you off  track include;

• All or nothing
This type of thinking leads to the yo-yo eff ect which is 
damaging both physically and psychologically. Instead of 
black and white, try to see the shades of grey and assume 
you will slip a little every now and again. If you are on 
track 80% of the time you will be making progress.

•  Events 
The hard fact is that there will ALWAYS be another celebration or event in your life involving food and drink. 
You need to accept that and work through them rather than use them as excuses.

FAQs
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Is it true that exercising one particular area to ‘spot reduce’ is a myth? In a nutshell , yes. You will not lose your beer belly or muffi  n top by simply doing hundreds of abdominal exercises for example. You’ll need to reduce the layer of fat that is stored on top of your muscles by creating an energy defi cit between calories in and calories out. This is explained in detail in “Successful Weight Loss 1”.So why does strength or resistance training help with weight loss?
Muscle cranks up your metabolism. For every kg of muscle you have you’ll burn approximately 70 calories a day, which means you’ll burn more calories 24 hours a day helping reduce excess body fat.

What is the best food plan to follow?Despite the many diff erent opinions and diets out there, by simply looking at the quality and quantity of foods that you eat you can probably come up with some personalised food strategies that are sustainable for you and your lifestyle. But don’t carbs make you fat?Whilst we don’t recommend you eliminate carbs completely, it is certainly easy to cut down your calorie intake by signifi cantly reducing sugar (the simple carbohydrate) and choosing more complex less processed and lower GI carbs like brown rice over white, grainy bread over white and oats over high-sugar cereals.I eat out a lot, can I still lose weight? Yes but you will have to be extra vigilant and make smart choices. Restaurant and cafe food tends to be higher in calories and portions can be much larger than you need. As you have paid for it you may well buy into the “I can’t waste it” philosophy but remember “Better to go in the waste than on your waist!”

“Procrastination is the thief of time”  

Successful Weight Loss 2

• Deprivation 
And for good reason...food not only keeps us alive but is 
strongly associated with our social and emotional needs.  
Remember slimming doesn’t mean never eating your 
favourite foods ever again – just making adjustments to 
the amount and frequency with which you eat them

But I love my food – I can’t go without

I’ll just get Easter, my birthday, Christmas, the school holidays, my cousin’s wedding, Friday night drinks... out of the way.

Ah well I’ve blown it now, I might as well not bother.
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If you are taking in more calories than you 

need the excess will be stored as fat on your 

body. It is that simple.

To reduce your fat stores and slim down, you need to 

create an energy imbalance: reduce the calories you 

consume in food and drink and increase the calories 

you expend in exercise.

The important first step

It is worth spending some time fi guring out how you have 

gained weight. Think about the eating and exercise habits 

you have that you can consider changing, then come up 

with a weight loss strategy that fi ts with your lifestyle. 

We recommend the 3 P approach:

 P  = Planning

 It is no use just ‘wishing or wanting’ to be slimmer. You 

actually have to plan how you will go about it. 

Your REPs registered trainer can give you some useful ideas 

and advice.

 P  = Persistence

 Stick with the plan. Slipping up occasionally is normal. 

What is important is not letting a small stumble turn into a 

major landslide.

 P  = Patience 

 It took months, if not years, to gain your extra weight, and it 

may take just as long to replace your bad habits with good 

ones and see the resulting slimmer, healthier you.  
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Tell Me More Series

To lose 500g of fat you need to 

create a 3500-calorie defi cit. 

For example in a practical  

context this means eating 

250 fewer calories than you 

need each day and burning 

off  250 more through 

exercise. This way you 

would create a 500 calorie 

‘credit’ which, over the 

course of a week, would total 

3500.  In just 6 months this 

could result in a 10 kg weight loss.

Successful Weight Loss

How fast should I be losing weight? 

Everyone wants to see instant results but in our 

experience slow and steady tends to win the 

slimming race. Weight loss at a rate of about 

200-500gs a week is achievable for most people 

and more importantly is sustainable over the 

long term. 

I’ve read that weighing myself isn’t the best 

indicator of fat loss anyway? 

This is true. As you gain lean tissue (or muscle) 

the scales may go up yet you will be losing fat 

and centimetres. Measuring body fat percentage 

is more meaningful, as are simple circumference 

measurements of your waist, hips and thighs. 

Your REPs registered trainer can help with both 

of these.

Should I eat little and often or just 

three meals a day? 

There are two schools of thought on this. Eating 

approximately every 3 hours can certainly keep 

blood sugar levels stabilised and eliminate the 

“I can’t concentrate I’m so hungry” feelings that 

some people experience. On the other hand 

it seems that we mobilise fat more effi  ciently 

when our carbohydrate stores are used up; 

approximately 4-5 hours after eating. It comes 

down to personal preference, for no matter how 

you spread your calories over the day, remember 

that it is the total calories that count.

What is the GI diet? 

GI stands for glycemic index and measures the 

rate at which food releases glucose into the 

blood stream. Eating low GI foods is extremely 

benefi cial if you are trying to lose weight. The 

website www.glycemicindex.com has all the 

information you need to swap high GI foods for 

low ones.

What is BMR? 

Basal Metabolic Rate is the number of calories 

needed to maintain normal body functions at 

rest such as breathing, circulation and brain 

function. See reverse to calculate your BMR ➜
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Making sense of the  nutrition messages.

NZ Register of Exercise Professionals
Tell Me More Series

 Myth 1 
Everyone responds in much the same way to the food they eat.
Not at all. Personal preference, culture, lifestyle, activity levels, genes 
and ethnic origins all play a part in determining how well you tolerate 
and metabolise food. BOTTOM LINE: Pay attention to how you 
respond to certain foods - do you feel energised or sluggish? Satisfied 
or craving more? Physically comfortable or bloated? Food intolerances 
or sensitivities are on the rise. Being your own research subject is one 
means you can create eating habits that suit you best.  Myth 2

Our bodies are fuelled by the energy we get from calories.  
It doesn’t much matter what the food source is.
This is clearly flawed thinking. The 185 calories in a crunchie bar come 
from sugar and low quality chocolate with not a vitamin or mineral in 
sight, much less any fibre. Compare that to a fibre rich half an avocado. 
It has the same number of calories but is loaded with minerals - like 
copper, folate, and potassium - and vitamins- like K, B6, E and C.
BOTTOM LINE: All calories are not created equal. Think quality not 
quantity and go for nutrient rich foods over nutrient poor foods with 
‘empty calories’. 
 Myth 3
Food manufacturers have our best health interests at heart.
Unfortunately this is not necessarily the case. Food manufacturers and 
suppliers often have two goals in mind; to make their food taste good 
- hence the addition of sugar - and to apply as much marketing muscle 
as they can afford to attract us. They’ll try to appeal to our emotions and 
psychology as well as our taste buds. BOTTOM LINE: Don’t be fooled by 
the labelling, advertising and sponsorship around food and drink. 

It sometimes seems as though we are exposed to a never-ending 
stream of nutritional messages, many of them conflicting and 
confusing. Making sense of them and embracing the best nutrition 
practices possible can be a little overwhelming.The important thing to remember is that everyone is different.

In the same way that one form of exercise does not ‘fit all’, one 
specific diet or eating regime, whilst ideal for one person, may not 
suit another. The internet and bookshops are awash with information 
to allow you to do your own research on the regimes listed above. 
The purpose of this information sheet is to highlight several simple 
nutritional strategies (see overleaf ) that are widely acknowledged as 
being sound nutritional practices to adopt. 
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Gluten free
Intermittent Fasting

Low G.I.
Paleo

FODMAP

?

?

?

?

?
Dairy free

Vegan

Sugar free

Low Carb Healthy Fat (LCHF)

?

It seems eggs are okay to eat now?   They are. Think of eggs as a ‘nutrition nugget in a shell’. They are loaded with all 9 essential amino acids, and are rich in iron, phosphorous, selenium and vitamins A, B12, B2 and B5 (among others). Concerns about eggs and cholesterol have proved to be unfounded and you can happily eat them on a daily basis. 

Butter or Margarine? The traditional view was that saturated fats should be minimised (e.g butter). More recent research indicates that naturally occurring saturated fats (like butter) can form part of a healthy diet as long as it is whole-food based. Margarine on the other hand often contains highly processed seed oils generally considered to be harmful, so a key point is to avoid any processed foods where possible.

Is it healthier to be gluten free? It certainly is if you are coeliac. (pronounced see-lee-akk). This autoimmune disorder causes a reaction in the bowel to gluten found in wheat, barley, rye and oats. It results in poor absorption of nutrients and normally a host of unpleasant symptoms. However if you do not have coeliac disease and don’t feel you have any kind of gluten sensitivity being gluten free will not necessarily be healthier for you. 
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Pre-Exercise  
Screening Form

SECTION 1 : IMPORTANT MEDICAL INFORMATION
 YES NO

CARDIOVASCULAR AND PULMONARY CONDITIONS*:
Diagnosed heart condition or stroke, or unreasonable leg or chest pain during exercise?
Blood pressure over 200/110mm/Hg (measured at time of this pre-screen)?
Diagnosed pulmonary disease?
(Exercise Professional - see note 1 below)
IF YOU TICK YES TO THIS QUESTION PROCEED ONLY UNDER MEDICAL GUIDANCE

IF YOU TICK YES TO 2 OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS, THEN PROCEED WITH CAUTION UNDER GUIDANCE

YES NO

FAMILY HISTORY:
Father or brother under 55 years with a history of heart disease or stroke?
Mother or sister under 65 years with a history of heart disease or stroke?

AGE:
Male over 45 years?
Female over 55 years?

BLOOD PRESSURE:
Over 140mm/Hg systolic or 90mm/Hg diastolic.  Or, on blood pressure medication?

ASTHMA:
Attack that required medical attention last 12 months?

SMOKING: 
Currently or quit within previous 6 months?

GENERAL ACTIVITY LEVEL:
Currently sedentary? 

BODY COMPOSITION (INDICATIVE):
BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2       or    Waist (cm) ÷ Height (cm) ratio above 0.6?

BONE AND JOINT:
Known bone of joint problem that could be aggravated by exercise?

OTHER: 
Any other condition that may increase risk of adverse reaction to exercise?

LIPIDS:
Identified blood lipids outside recommended range 
(Exercise professional see note 2 below):

GLYCEMIC CONTROL:
Diagnosed Type 1 or 2 diabetes 
(Exercise Professional - see note 3 below)

Name:   Age:   

Medical Provider(s) Name and Contact:     

1)  Cardiovascular / pulmonary disorder
Angina
Shortness of breath with mild exertion or during sleep (Dyspnea)
Dizziness during exercise (Syncope)
Ankle swelling (Edema)
Heart murmur
Unpleasant, rapid beating of heart (Palpitations / Tachycardia)
Intermittent claudication (Cramping/pain in legs unexplained)
Pulmonary disorder such as COPD, cystic fibrosis, emphysema, other

NOTES FOR EXERCISE PROFESSIONAL

3)  Glycemic control. Known result or 
measured at time of pre-screen:
Glucose ≥ 5.5 mmol/L over several readings
HbA1c ≥ 40 mmol/mol

2)) Dyslipidemia.  Known result or 
measured at time of pre-screen:
LDL  ≥ 3.37 mmol/L
Total  ≥ 5.18 mmol/L
HDL < 1.04 mmol/L
Triglycerides (TG) ≥ 1.7 mmol/L
TG/HDL ratio  ≥ 4.0
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